
MBU Maschinenbau, Bauwesen und
Umwelttechnik - Forschungs- und
Entwicklungsges.mbH

Schwaighofen-Egg 9
Eugendorf 5301

Phone: +43 (0)6221 765516
Fax: +43 (0)6221 765534

The technical office, that offers you more than an engineering drawing.The Team of

MBU stands for:- Innovation
- Flexibility
- Customer Orientation
Our operating department - special purpose machinery manufactureOur field of

work ranges from special machine construction for run production, working

equipment and special machinery for construction industry to environment

engineering. We plan, develop and produce special purpose machines to meet your

individual requirements. Therefore, we feature highly qualified employees having

profound knowledge in fields such as pressurised air, hydraulic systems, electrics

and control technology, who will help you with developing a concept for your special

purpose machine.
- Special purpose machinery for civil engineering
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- Special purpose machinery for food industry

- Know-how and experience in special purpose machinery 
Scope of supplyDevelopment, Construction
In our fields of activity we are focusing on 3D-planning with the computer software

SolidWorks.Production, Assembling
A huge part of the orders is executed until the delivery of the machines. In this case

the fabrication and the assembling are effected with renowned

associates.Commissioning
The commissioning and finally the delivery of the machines to the customers are

only effected through MBU-engineers.Documentation
MBU’s range of products is rounded off by documentation, manual of instruction

and CE-Certification.
ProductsAutomation- Production
- Handling equipment
- Separating Construction
- Device construction
- Welding machines
- Cutting tools

Equipment of all sorts

- Tunneling
- Multi bucket exc.
- Dump Truck
- Mowing Boat
- Slope equipment
- Canal rehabilitation

Extraction units

- Track bed cleaning
- Chip extraction

Engenieering

Landfill technology

Food Industry- Manipulator for backed pastry cases
- Conveyors
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